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New Resources July 2020
Date: 2020-08-03
ADULTS 220 Adult Bible Studies DVD: Encounter. Nashville, Tenn, Cokesbury, 2020.
COKESBURY
Summary: Fall Theme: Encounter. This fall, our lessons support the theme of
"Encounter." The writer of the student book lessons is Chuck Aaron; the
teacher book writer is David Mosser. So That You Can See: The lessons in
this unit help us focus on salvation and what it means through example and
explanation. We move from the conversion of Paul to a number of Paul's
writings, where he speaks out of his thoughtful understanding of salvation
through Christ and out of his personal experience of receiving Christ. We are
challenged to consider our own salvation and how we can live faithfully into it.
Spiritual Practice - Mindfulness, Listening, Silence. Remember Who You Are:
The lessons in this unit call us to consider who we are as children of God and
followers of Christ. At the heart of who we are lies the important concept of
covenant. The covenant that God made with Israel is a defining theological
affirmation of the Old Testament. The covenant that God made with the
church through Christ's blood is a defining theological affirmation of the New
Testament. These lessons help us look more closely at those critical
covenants and how they inform our thoughts, actions, and relationships.
Spiritual Practice - Confession. In This Place: The daily readings in this unit
call us to think more deeply and specifically about worship by looking at
places where, in the Scriptures, worship takes place. We will look at ad hoc
altars, synagogues, the church, and worship at the throne of God. In each
case, we will be challenged to evaluate our worship and broaden our
understanding of where and how worship can happen. Spiritual Practice Worship. Hundreds of thousands of people each week have transformative
encounters with God through Adult Bible Studies—Bible-based, Christfocused Sunday school lessons and midweek Bible studies endorsed by the
Curriculum Resources Committee of the The United Methodist Church. In fall
2019, based on feedback from hundreds of readers, we made exciting
changes designed to benefit Bible study groups. For 2020, in response to
additional feedback, we are reintroducing printed focal Bible passages in both
the Student and Teacher books. Lessons follow the church seasons,
including Advent and Lent, and include suggestions for developing spiritual
practices to help nurture your faith. Published quarterly, the DVD includes 13
five-minute video segments, each featuring hosts providing context for the
Bible lesson and then tying that content to personal stories and daily living. -Cokesbury
ADULTS 220 Adult Bible Studies Student: Encounter. Nashville, Tenn, Cokesbury,
2020.
COKESBURY
Summary: Fall Theme: Encounter. This fall, our lessons support the theme of
"Encounter." The writer of the student book lessons is Chuck Aaron; the
teacher book writer is David Mosser. So That You Can See: The lessons in
this unit help us focus on salvation and what it means through example and
explanation. We move from the conversion of Paul to a number of Paul's
writings, where he speaks out of his thoughtful understanding of salvation
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through Christ and out of his personal experience of receiving Christ. We are
challenged to consider our own salvation and how we can live faithfully into it.
Spiritual Practice - Mindfulness, Listening, Silence. Remember Who You Are:
The lessons in this unit call us to consider who we are as children of God and
followers of Christ. At the heart of who we are lies the important concept of
covenant. The covenant that God made with Israel is a defining theological
affirmation of the Old Testament. The covenant that God made with the
church through Christ's blood is a defining theological affirmation of the New
Testament. These lessons help us look more closely at those critical
covenants and how they inform our thoughts, actions, and relationships.
Spiritual Practice - Confession. In This Place: The daily readings in this unit
call us to think more deeply and specifically about worship by looking at
places where, in the Scriptures, worship takes place. We will look at ad hoc
altars, synagogues, the church, and worship at the throne of God. In each
case, we will be challenged to evaluate our worship and broaden our
understanding of where and how worship can happen. Spiritual Practice Worship. Hundreds of thousands of people each week have transformative
encounters with God through Adult Bible Studies—Bible-based, Christfocused Sunday school lessons and midweek Bible studies endorsed by the
Curriculum Resources Committee of the The United Methodist Church. In fall
2019, based on feedback from hundreds of readers, we made exciting
changes designed to benefit Bible study groups. For 2020, in response to
additional feedback, we are reintroducing printed focal Bible passages in both
the Student and Teacher books. Lessons follow the church seasons,
including Advent and Lent, and include suggestions for developing spiritual
practices to help nurture your faith. Published quarterly, each week's Teacher
Book provides small-group leaders with additional biblical background and
exposition and suggestions for guiding group discussion. --Cokesbury
ADULTS 220 Adult Bible Studies Teacher: Encounter. Nashville, Tenn, Cokesbury,
2020.
COKESBURY
Summary: Fall Theme: Encounter. This fall, our lessons support the theme of
"Encounter." The writer of the student book lessons is Chuck Aaron; the
teacher book writer is David Mosser. So That You Can See: The lessons in
this unit help us focus on salvation and what it means through example and
explanation. We move from the conversion of Paul to a number of Paul's
writings, where he speaks out of his thoughtful understanding of salvation
through Christ and out of his personal experience of receiving Christ. We are
challenged to consider our own salvation and how we can live faithfully into it.
Spiritual Practice - Mindfulness, Listening, Silence. Remember Who You Are:
The lessons in this unit call us to consider who we are as children of God and
followers of Christ. At the heart of who we are lies the important concept of
covenant. The covenant that God made with Israel is a defining theological
affirmation of the Old Testament. The covenant that God made with the
church through Christ's blood is a defining theological affirmation of the New
Testament. These lessons help us look more closely at those critical
covenants and how they inform our thoughts, actions, and relationships.
Spiritual Practice - Confession. In This Place: The daily readings in this unit
call us to think more deeply and specifically about worship by looking at
places where, in the Scriptures, worship takes place. We will look at ad hoc
altars, synagogues, the church, and worship at the throne of God. In each
case, we will be challenged to evaluate our worship and broaden our
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understanding of where and how worship can happen. Spiritual Practice Worship. Hundreds of thousands of people each week have transformative
encounters with God through Adult Bible Studies—Bible-based, Christfocused Sunday school lessons and midweek Bible studies endorsed by the
Curriculum Resources Committee of the The United Methodist Church. In fall
2019, based on feedback from hundreds of readers, we made exciting
changes designed to benefit Bible study groups. For 2020, in response to
additional feedback, we are reintroducing printed focal Bible passages in both
the Student and Teacher books. Lessons follow the church seasons,
including Advent and Lent, and include suggestions for developing spiritual
practices to help nurture your faith. Published quarterly, each week's Teacher
Book provides small-group leaders with additional biblical background and
exposition and suggestions for guiding group discussion. --Cokesbury
ADULTS
226.9
LEVINE

Levine, Amy-Jill. Sermon on the Mount: A Beginner's Guide to the
Kingdom of Heaven. Nashville, Abingdon Press, 2020.
Summary: Explore the most popular sermon ever delivered! What must it
have been like to hear Jesus deliver the Sermon on the Mount? What did his
words mean to people in the crowd? How did it change their lives? What do
his words mean to us today and how do they change our lives? Did his
listeners interpret the sermon as we do now? Dr. Amy-Jill Levine explores the
major topics in the most popular sermon ever delivered, providing historical
and theological context and using a solid knowledge of Hebrew Scriptures
and moral teachings. Additional components for this six-week study include a
DVD featuring Dr. Levine and a comprehensive Leader Guide. Toward the
Kingdom of Heaven, a collection of 40 daily devotionals based on Levine’s
teachings on the Sermon on the Mount, is also available. --Cokesbury
Content Notes:
Introduction -- 1. The Beatitudes -- 2. The Extensions -- 3.
Practicing Piety -- 4. Our Father -- 5. Finding Your Treasure -- 6.
Living into the Kingdom -- Afterword -- Notes.

ADULTS
226.9
LEVINE

Levine, Amy-Jill. Sermon on the Mount DVD: A Beginner's Guide to the
Kingdom of Heaven. Nashville, Abingdon Press, 2020.
Summary: What must it have been like to hear Jesus deliver the Sermon on
the Mount? What did his words mean to people in the crowd? How did it
change their lives? What do his words mean to us today and how do they
change our lives? Did his listeners interpret the sermon as we do now? In this
six-week study based on Matthew 5–7, Dr. Amy-Jill Levine explores the major
topics in the most popular sermon ever delivered, providing historical and
theological context and using a solid knowledge of Hebrew Scriptures and
moral teachings The six-session DVD features Dr. Amy-Jill Levine guiding
participants through the study. The video sessions are approximately 10-12
minutes in length and, when combined with the six book chapters, make an
ideal six-week group study. All sessions are closed-captioned. --Cokesbury
Content Notes:
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1. The Beatitudes (12:35) -- 2. The Extensions (11:15) -- 3.
Practicing Piety (10:52) -- 4. Our Father (11:22) -- 5. Finding Your
Treasure (9:37) -- 6. Living into the Kingdom (13:24)
ADULTS
226.9
LEVINE

Levine, Amy-Jill. Sermon on the Mount Leader Guide: A Beginner's
Guide to the Kingdom of Heaven. Nashville, Abingdon Press, 2020.
Summary: What must it have been like to hear Jesus deliver the Sermon on
the Mount? What did his words mean to people in the crowd? How did it
change their lives? What do his words mean to us today and how do they
change our lives? Did his listeners interpret the sermon as we do now? In this
six-week study based on Matthew 5–7, Dr. Amy-Jill Levine explores the major
topics in the most popular sermon ever delivered, providing historical and
theological context and using a solid knowledge of Hebrew Scriptures and
moral teachings. The Leader Guide includes session outline for each group
meeting with Scripture, prayer, opening activity, discussion questions, activity,
and ending call to action. --Cokesbury
Content Notes:
Introduction -- 1. The Beatitudes -- 2. The Extensions -- 3.
Practicing Piety -- 4. Our Father -- 5. Finding Your Treasure -- 6.
Living into the Kingdom

González, Justo L. When Christ Lives in Us = Cuando Cristo vive en
ADULTS
nosotros. Nashville, Abingdon Press, 2020.
248.4
GONZÁLEZ
Summary: A bilingual guide to walking with Jesus by a well-known expert in
the field. We strive to live Christ-like lives. We know we should be kind,
loving, and forgiving, but sometimes it’s hard to know how to walk with Jesus
in a more exacting manner. When Christ Lives in Us, written in both English
and Spanish by the renowned author Justo L. González, explores how
today’s Christians may walk with Jesus in eight specific forms and acts of
ministry: calling, praying, feeding, healing, commissioning, teaching,
witnessing, and giving. This bilingual resource is a combined student/leader
book that includes discussion questions at the end of every chapter. -Cokesbury
ADULTS
248.8082
ROOSE

Roose, Barbara L. Surrendered DVD: Letting Go & Living Like Jesus : A
Study of Jesus in the Wilderness. Nashville, Abingdon Women, 2020.
Summary: Learn How to Surrender Like Jesus. You’ve heard the phrase,
“Let go and let God,” but it’s easier said than done, especially when you’re
determined to change something that is out of your control. Is it possible that
giving up on what you can’t change is God’s path to peace for your life? This
six-week study especially for women explores Jesus in the wilderness and
gives six practical principals that will equip you to let God lead you to victory
and peace, despite your unchanging and challenging circumstances. Learn
how to surrender like Jesus and experience God’s power and peace in your
life as never before. The study includes five lessons per week and includes a
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Participant Workbook, a Leader Guide, and a DVD. The DVD features an
engaging video for each class. --Cokesbury
Content Notes:
1. Waking Up in the Wilderness (28:23) -- 2. What Are You
Hungry For? (24:02) -- 3. Letting Go of Circumstances (23:35) -4. Letting Go of Expectations (25:24) -- 5. Living Like Jesus
(27:42) -- 6. Blessings of the Surrendered Life (24:39) -- Barb's
Story (2:09) -- Promotional Video (1:34) -- Behind the Scenes
(1:05)
ADULTS
248.8082
ROOSE

Roose, Barbara L. Surrendered Leader Guide: Letting Go & Living Like
Jesus : A Study of Jesus in the Wilderness. Nashville, Abingdon
Women, 2020.
Summary: Learn How to Surrender Like Jesus. You’ve heard the phrase,
“Let go and let God,” but it’s easier said than done, especially when you’re
determined to change something that is out of your control. Is it possible that
giving up on what you can’t change is God’s path to peace for your life? This
six-week study especially for women explores Jesus in the wilderness and
gives six practical principals that will equip you to let God lead you to victory
and peace, despite your unchanging and challenging circumstances. Learn
how to surrender like Jesus and experience God’s power and peace in your
life as never before. The study includes five lessons per week and includes a
Participant Workbook, a Leader Guide, and a DVD. --Cokesbury
Content Notes:
About the Author -- Introduction -- Leader Helps -- 1. Waking Up
in the Wilderness -- 2. What Are You Hungry For? -- 3. Letting Go
of Circumstances -- 4. Letting Go of Expectations -- 5. Living Like
Jesus -- 6. Blessings of the Surrendered Life -- Video Viewer
Guide Answers -- Group Roster

ADULTS
248.8082
ROOSE

Roose, Barbara L. Surrendered Participant Workbook: Letting Go &
Living Like Jesus : A Study of Jesus in the Wilderness. Nashville,
Abingdon Women, 2020.
Summary: Learn How to Surrender Like Jesus. You’ve heard the phrase,
“Let go and let God,” but it’s easier said than done, especially when you’re
determined to change something that is out of your control. Is it possible that
giving up on what you can’t change is God’s path to peace for your life? This
six-week study especially for women explores Jesus in the wilderness and
gives six practical principals that will equip you to let God lead you to victory
and peace, despite your unchanging and challenging circumstances. Learn
how to surrender like Jesus and experience God’s power and peace in your
life as never before. The study includes five lessons per week and includes a
Participant Workbook, a Leader Guide, and a DVD. --Cokesbury
Content Notes:
About the Author -- Introduction -- 1. Waking Up in the Wilderness
-- 2. What Are You Hungry For? -- 3. Letting Go of Circumstances
-- 4. Letting Go of Expectations -- 5. Living Like Jesus -- 6.
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Blessings of the Surrendered Life -- Video Viewer Guide Answers
-- Notes
ADULTS
248.86
STORY

Story, Laura. When God Doesn't Fix It DVD: Learning to Walk in God's
Plans Instead of Our Own. Nashville, TN, Nelson Books, 2016.
Summary: Laura Story’s life took an unexpected turn when her husband,
Martin, was diagnosed with a brain tumor. The devastating news forever
changed their lives and brought Laura’s dreams of a fairy-tale life to an end.
Yet her struggles to accept her new situation also brought her deeper joy and
intimacy with God as she allowed him to rewrite her story. In this five-session
curriculum, Laura examines the twists and turns that took place not only in
her own life but also in the lives of many of the heroes of the faith. She
reveals how God used crises in the lives of people such as Abraham, Sarah,
David, and Paul to bring them closer to him and set them on the path he
wanted them to take. She also shows how God used each of these
individuals in spite of their flaws and brokenness. God may not fix everything
in our lives. In fact, our situation might not ever change or get better. But we
can know that God will lead us to a place where we are better because of it. -Thomas Nelson
Content Notes:
1. Don't Be Surprised by Trouble (14:00) -- 2. Best-Made Plans
(14:00) -- 3. When God Doesn't Fix It (10:00) -- 4. Why? The
Question on Replay (12:00) -- 5. A Better Broken (13:00)

ADULTS
248.86
STORY

Story, Laura. When God Doesn't Fix It Study Guide: Learning to Walk in
God's Plans Instead of Our Own. Nashville, TN, Nelson Books, 2016.
Summary: Laura Story’s life took an unexpected turn when her husband,
Martin, was diagnosed with a brain tumor. The devastating news forever
changed their lives and brought Laura’s dreams of a fairy-tale life to an end.
Yet her struggles to accept her new situation also brought her deeper joy and
intimacy with God as she allowed him to rewrite her story. In this five-session
curriculum, Laura examines the twists and turns that took place not only in
her own life but also in the lives of many of the heroes of the faith. She
reveals how God used crises in the lives of people such as Abraham, Sarah,
David, and Paul to bring them closer to him and set them on the path he
wanted them to take. She also shows how God used each of these
individuals in spite of their flaws and brokenness. God may not fix everything
in our lives. In fact, our situation might not ever change or get better. But we
can know that God will lead us to a place where we are better because of it.
This study guide includes leader helps, video discussion questions, Bible
exploration questions, and personal study and reflection materials for in
between sessions. --Thomas Nelson
Content Notes:
Introduction: Happily Ever After, After -- How to Use This Guide -1. Don't Be Surprised by Trouble -- 2. Best-Made Plans -- 3.
When God Doesn't Fix It -- 4. Why? The Question on Replay -- 5.
A Better Broken -- Small Group Leader Helps
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Schaffner, Angela D. Gather Us In: Leading Transformational Small
ADULTS
Groups. Nashville, Upper Room Books, 2020.
253.7
SCHAFFNER
Summary: The church can become a place where people want to run to
instead of away from during times of suffering. Small groups offer a safe
space for individuals to connect meaningfully with one another, and they also
provide an environment where relational healing can begin. This
comprehensive guide to leading small groups provides eight strategies for
leading transformative small groups, dispels common myths about leading
groups, and helps readers understand how groups work and the life stages of
a group. The author suggests practical ways to lead groups effectively, using
examples from scripture of how Jesus worked to transform people spiritually
and emotionally. Gather Us In will equip small-group leaders with wisdom for
relating to others, knowledge for helping others talk about their unfolding faith
journeys, and confidence in their newly acquired facilitation skills. They will
realize they don't need to know all the answers to be able to lead well. -Upper Room
Living Faithfully Revised and Updated: Human Sexuality and The
ADULTS
United Methodist Church. Nashville, Abingdon Press, 2020.
262.076
ABINGDON
Summary: The United Methodist Church is seeking a way forward. There is
deep disagreement about what The United Methodist Church should teach
about homosexuality, same gender marriage, and the ordination of LGBTQ
persons. In 2019, a special session of General Conference was held to
consider these issues and how they will be addressed by The United
Methodist Church in the future. Yet many have felt that the outcome of the
special session did not lead to resolution, but to increased tension and
deepening division. Living Faithfully is designed to help you understand the
shape of this debate and what it means for the present and the future. Each
chapter includes background on the Bible, Christian theology, history, stories
from diverse viewpoints, and United Methodist structure and practice to guide
reflection and conversation. You’ll also find definitions of key terms and
information about upcoming events. The four chapters are: 1. Is the Practice
of Homosexuality Incompatible with Christian Teaching? 2. Is Same-gender
Marriage Compatible with Christian Teaching? 3. Is Ordaining Practicing
Homosexuals Compatible with Christian Teaching? 4. Where Are We Now?
This revised four-week study contains an updated fourth chapter that
describes the outcome of the 2019 General Conference and the ongoing
debates and responses to it. It will help you understand and grapple with
various views about the ministry and teaching of The United Methodist
Church around issues of human sexuality. It will lead you to have honest,
well-informed, and grace-filled conversations with others about these matters
and the calls for change. And it will help you discern, in prayer and
conversation, how you can respond faithfully in love of God and neighbor. A
Leader Guide is included with lesson plans to help facilitate a four-session
small group study. From the Faultlines collection, resources intended to
inform conversations around human sexuality and the church. --Cokesbury
Content Notes:
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Introduction -- 1. Is the Practice of Homosexuality Incompatible
with Christian Teaching? -- 2. Is Same-Gender Marriage
Compatible with Christian Teaching? -- 3. Is Ordaining Practicing
Homosexuals Compatible with Christian Teaching? -- 4. Where
Are We Now? -- Leader Guide -- Meet the Writers
CHILDREN
204.41
JENKINS

Jenkins, Peggy Davison. Nurturing Spirituality in Children: Simple
Hands-on Activities. New York Hillsboro, Or, Atria Books Beyond Words
Publishing, 2008.
Summary: The greatest gifts that a child can receive are an open mind, a
caring heart, and ignited creativity. This fully expanded, illustrated edition of
Peggy Jenkins’ Nurturing Spirituality in Children includes sixty-two simple and
thought-provoking lessons that can be shared with children in less than ten
minutes each. The greatest gifts that a child can receive are an opened mind,
a caring heart, and ignited creativity. This fully expanded, illustrated edition of
Nurturing Spirituality in Children includes sixty-two simple and thoughtprovoking lessons that can be shared with children in less than ten minutes
each. The lessons are easy to prepare and understand; they use commonly
available materials and complement a wide variety of religious perspectives.
Children who develop a healthy balance of mind and spirit are better able to
respond to life's challenges when given the tools to think and discover for
themselves. Dr. Jenkins gives scores of age-appropriate activities that help
children learn empathy, trust, forgiveness, growth, and inner peace. --Simon
& Schuster
Content Notes:
Seedlings - for the beginning learner -- The straw smile -- The
magnetism of praise -- Finding our way -- The inside gives form to
the outside -- We are a visible form of spirit -- Joy lights -- Prayer
makes the day -- Our relationship to spirit -- The boomerang law -We are all connected -- Judge not -- The hard way versus the
easy way -- Cut your problem in half -- Watch your words -- Our
hidden potential -- Spirit is present everywhere -- I'll see it when I
believe it -- Focus on the picture, not on the frame -- Pure
thoughts -- Sprouts - for the more advanced learner -- Like
attracts like -- The power of affirmations -- Think about what you
want, not about what you don't want -- The power of love -- What
gets my attention gets me -- Thoughts don't leave their source -Do your words have weights or wings? -- The formative power of
imagination -- Our invisible bridge -- Deliberate creation -- Change
is needed for growth -- There is no separation -- Our connection
with the creator and with each other -- You can't give love unless
you have love -- Listening for guidance -- Balancing our life -Thoughts are gifts -- Our icebergs -- Death and the body -- Full
bloom - for the experienced learner -- Only our thoughts hurt us -My thoughts join all others -- My world reflects what I put into it -We absorb our environment -- Take time to relax -- Choose your
thoughts -- Importance of &quot;our own climate&quot; -- Things
take form according to our thoughts -- There is a gift in every
problem -- Are you going around in circles? -- Rise above the
problem -- Using our daily energy -- The aspects of mind -- Belief
activates faith -- Tuning in to spirit -- Our cup of belief -8/12
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Separating fear and the problem -- In-to-me-see (intimacy) -- Just
one person can lighten darkness -- Anger is self-destructive -- The
power of the Word -- Weaving our spiritual consciousness -Messages from water -- Keeping connected to source.
CHILDREN Caldwell, Elizabeth F. Wondering about the Bible with Children:
Engaging a Child's Curiosity about the Bible. Nashville, Abingdon
248.845
Press, 2020.
CALDWELL
Summary: "When you think about it, how we read and interpret the Bible with
our children today may mean the difference between whether or not it will
continue to be an important source for their faith development as they get
older. You don't want to teach them something they may have to unlearn
later. Wondering about the Bible with Children will help you encourage their
natural curiosity about Bible stories and suggest the best way to answer their
inevitable questions as you navigate potentially tough issues such as
violence, miracles, healing, and creation. Part of the Celebrate Wonder
Sunday school curriculum, the book is also relevant on its own for any adult
who wants to help children grow into a deeper understanding of the Bible"-- -Provided by publisher.
CHILDREN Celebrate Wonder Activity Sheets Ages 3-5. Nashville, Cokesbury Kids,
2020.
268.432
COKESBURY
Summary: Honor the spiritual life of children—their natural sense of awe,
wonder, imagination, and curiosity—and help shape their growing faith with
Celebrate Wonder, the new quarterly curriculum for 2020. Leaders will guide
children through engaging experiences, spiritual practices, and opportunities
for reflection, giving them a safe space to ask big questions and helping them
claim their spiritual identity as children of God. Help children engage in the
Bible story through interactive crafts, punch-outs, and other fun and
interactive activities. --Cokesbury
CHILDREN Celebrate Wonder Activity Sheets Ages 6-8. Nashville, Cokesbury Kids,
2020.
268.432
COKESBURY
Summary: Honor the spiritual life of children—their natural sense of awe,
wonder, imagination, and curiosity—and help shape their growing faith with
Celebrate Wonder, the new quarterly curriculum for 2020. Leaders will guide
children through engaging experiences, spiritual practices, and opportunities
for reflection, giving them a safe space to ask big questions and helping them
claim their spiritual identity as children of God. Help children engage in the
Bible story through interactive crafts, punch-outs, and other fun and
interactive activities. --Cokesbury
CHILDREN Celebrate Wonder Activity Sheets Ages 9+. Nashville, Cokesbury Kids,
2020.
268.432
COKESBURY
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Summary: Honor the spiritual life of children—their natural sense of awe,
wonder, imagination, and curiosity—and help shape their growing faith with
Celebrate Wonder, the new quarterly curriculum for 2020. Leaders will guide
children through engaging experiences, spiritual practices, and opportunities
for reflection, giving them a safe space to ask big questions and helping them
claim their spiritual identity as children of God. Help children engage in the
Bible story through interactive story retellings, puzzles, and other fun and
interactive activities. --Cokesbury
CHILDREN Celebrate Wonder Class Pack Ages 3-5. Nashville, Cokesbury Kids, 2020.
268.432
COKESBURY
Summary: Honor the spiritual life of children—their natural sense of awe,
wonder, imagination, and curiosity—and help shape their growing faith with
Celebrate Wonder, the new quarterly curriculum for 2020. Leaders will guide
children through engaging experiences, spiritual practices, and opportunities
for reflection, giving them a safe space to ask big questions and helping them
claim their spiritual identity as children of God. Enhance your classroom
experience with colorful posters, attendance chart, storytelling mats, the
Celebrate Wonder Cube, and more! --Cokesbury
CHILDREN Celebrate Wonder Class Pack Ages 6-8. Nashville, Cokesbury Kids, 2020.
268.432
COKESBURY
Summary: Honor the spiritual life of children—their natural sense of awe,
wonder, imagination, and curiosity—and help shape their growing faith with
Celebrate Wonder, the new quarterly curriculum for 2020. Leaders will guide
children through engaging experiences, spiritual practices, and opportunities
for reflection, giving them a safe space to ask big questions and helping them
claim their spiritual identity as children of God. Enhance your classroom
experience with colorful posters, attendance chart, storytelling mats, the
Celebrate Wonder Cube, and more! --Cokesbury
CHILDREN Celebrate Wonder Class Pack Ages 9+. Nashville, Cokesbury Kids, 2020.
268.432
COKESBURY
Summary: Honor the spiritual life of children—their natural sense of awe,
wonder, imagination, and curiosity—and help shape their growing faith with
Celebrate Wonder, the new quarterly curriculum for 2020. Leaders will guide
children through engaging experiences, spiritual practices, and opportunities
for reflection, giving them a safe space to ask big questions and helping them
claim their spiritual identity as children of God. Enhance your classroom
experience with colorful posters, attendance chart, storytelling mats, the
Celebrate Wonder Cube, and more! --Cokesbury
CHILDREN
268.432

Celebrate Wonder DVD. Nashville, Cokesbury Kids, 2020.
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COKESBURY
Summary: Honor the spiritual life of children—their natural sense of awe,
wonder, imagination, and curiosity—and help shape their growing faith with
Celebrate Wonder, the new quarterly curriculum for 2020. Leaders will guide
children through engaging experiences, spiritual practices, and opportunities
for reflection, giving them a safe space to ask big questions and helping them
claim their spiritual identity as children of God. The Celebrate Wonder DVD
features a child host who will engage children through storytelling, life
application, and exploration of the faith word. The DVD includes music videos
and thirteen sessions (one for each Sunday) that are 3-5 minutes each. -Cokesbury
CHILDREN Celebrate Wonder Family Activity Book. Nashville, Cokesbury Kids, 2020.
268.432
COKESBURY
Summary: Honor the spiritual life of children—their natural sense of awe,
wonder, imagination, and curiosity—and help shape their growing faith with
Celebrate Wonder, the new quarterly curriculum for 2020. Leaders will guide
children through engaging experiences, spiritual practices, and opportunities
for reflection, giving them a safe space to ask big questions and helping them
claim their spiritual identity as children of God. Continue your child's faith
formation at home with this helpful tool designed to offer meaningful family
engagement in the Bible stories your child is exploring in Sunday school. For
each story, you'll find a unique retelling of the Bible story, a faith word to
explore, wonder questions, and suggestions for a family activity. Designed to
appeal to all age groups! --Cokesbury
CHILDREN Celebrate Wonder Leader Guide Ages 3-5. Nashville, Cokesbury Kids,
2020.
268.432
COKESBURY
Summary: Honor the spiritual life of children—their natural sense of awe,
wonder, imagination, and curiosity—and help shape their growing faith with
Celebrate Wonder, the new quarterly curriculum for 2020. Leaders will guide
children through engaging experiences, spiritual practices, and opportunities
for reflection, giving them a safe space to ask big questions and helping them
claim their spiritual identity as children of God. The Celebrate Wonder Leader
Guide is your guide to quick and easy classroom preparation! Includes Bible
background, flexible activities, step-by-step instructions, reproducible pages,
helpful tips, and a spiritual practice for the leader and the children. All
activities are designed to help the children engage in open-ended exploration
of the Bible stories and develop techniques for engaging their spirituality and
faith for years to come. --Cokesbury
CHILDREN Celebrate Wonder Leader Guide Ages 6-8. Nashville, Cokesbury Kids,
2020.
268.432
COKESBURY
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Summary: Honor the spiritual life of children—their natural sense of awe,
wonder, imagination, and curiosity—and help shape their growing faith with
Celebrate Wonder, the new quarterly curriculum for 2020. Leaders will guide
children through engaging experiences, spiritual practices, and opportunities
for reflection, giving them a safe space to ask big questions and helping them
claim their spiritual identity as children of God. The Celebrate Wonder Leader
Guide is your guide to quick and easy classroom preparation! Includes Bible
background, flexible activities, step-by-step instructions, reproducible pages,
helpful tips, and a spiritual practice for the leader and the children. All
activities are designed to help the children engage in open-ended exploration
of the Bible stories and develop techniques for engaging their spirituality and
faith for years to come. --Cokesbury
CHILDREN Celebrate Wonder Leader Guide Ages 9+. Nashville, Cokesbury Kids,
2020.
268.432
COKESBURY
Summary: Honor the spiritual life of children—their natural sense of awe,
wonder, imagination, and curiosity—and help shape their growing faith with
Celebrate Wonder, the new quarterly curriculum for 2020. Leaders will guide
children through engaging experiences, spiritual practices, and opportunities
for reflection, giving them a safe space to ask big questions and helping them
claim their spiritual identity as children of God. The Celebrate Wonder Leader
Guide is your guide to quick and easy classroom preparation! Includes Bible
background, flexible activities, step-by-step instructions, reproducible pages,
helpful tips, and a spiritual practice for the leader and the children. All
activities are designed to help the children engage in open-ended exploration
of the Bible stories and develop techniques for engaging their spirituality and
faith for years to come. --Cokesbury
CHILDREN One Room Sunday School Kit. Nashville, Cokesbury Kids, 2020.
268.432
COKESBURY
Summary: One Room Sunday School is ideal for churches where children of
various ages learn together as a group. Everything needed for Sunday school
is included in one convenient kit for children ages 3-12. The One Room
Sunday School Kit contains a Leader Guide, Reproducible Kids' Book,
Resource Pack, CD-ROM, and a tote bag to carry everything in! The CDROM is a quarterly music CD-ROM with added PowerPoint slides, song
sheets, and instrumental tracks. The Resource Pack contains colorful, easyto-use posters to reinforce the Bible story, plus storytelling helps, an
attendance chart, and more! The Reproducible Kids' Book (included in Kit) is
96 pages of activities tailored to each session throughout the quarter. From
coloring pages to creative writing prompts, this resource will lead children to a
deeper understanding of each Bible lesson. --Cokesbury
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